


Vision:

Millimetric Instruments is a musical tool brand handmade in Montreal, Québec. Each instru-
ment is made with local materials and has ecofriendly finishes. 
This compagny is born from the envy of building solid and reliable devices that express a new 
vision of form and fonction. 
Millimetric Intruments sees musical instruments as tools instead of luxurious and ornamental 
objects. Each and every detail is there for a reason and has a purpose. Minimalism is the key 
and gives our tools their own identities. 
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Millimetric Instruments MGS3        
                       
Scale: 25” 
Neck: Flat D shape, 22 stainless steel frets, ball end shape.
Materials: Maple body, maple neck/fretboard, black ABS pickguard (brushed or frosted) 
Pickups: Millimetric TB90 pickups. 
Hardware: Hipshot bridge, tuners and ferrules, Alpha pots, Swithcraft selector and jack
                  Dunlop straplocks.  
Finish: Lyvos 244 hard oil for natural finish. Body available in solid colors as well.

Price: 1700CAD + shipping with Nanuk 990 waterproof hardcase.
 



Millimetric Instruments MGB6 
*New model release at souk@sat prise 12

Scale: 30” bariton guitar 
Neck: Flat D shape, 22 stainless steel frets, ball end shape
Materials: Maple body, maple neck/fretboard, black ABS pickguard, brushed or frosted
Pickups: Millimetric TB90 pickups. 
Hardware: Hipshot bridge, tuners and ferrules, Alpha pots, Swithcraft selector and jack
                  Dunlop straplocks.  
Finish: Lyvos 244 hard oil for natural finish. body available in solid colors as well.

Price: 1800CAD + shipping with Nanuk waterproof hardcase.



Millimetric Instruments MG6 

Scale: 25”
Neck: Flat D shape, 22 stainless steel frets, ball end shape
Materials: Maple body, maple neck/fretboard, black ABS pickguard, brushed or frosted
Pickups: Millimetric TB90 pickups. 
Hardware: Hipshot bridge, tuners and ferrules, Alpha pots, Swithcraft selector and jack
                  Dunlop straplocks.  
Finish: Lyvos 244 hard oil for natural finish. body available in solid colors as well.

Price: 1700CAD + shipping with Nanuk waterproof hardcase.



Millimetric Instruments MB4 v2

Scale: 33 1/4” 
Neck: Flat D shape, 19 stainless steel frets.
Materials: Maple body, maple neck/fretboard, black anodized aluminum pickguard 
Pickups: Millimetric single coils special design, p90 mounting. 
Hardware: Hipshot bridge and tuners, Alpha pots, Swithcraft selector and jack
                  Dunlop straplocks.  
Finish: Lyvos 244 hard oil for natural finish. body available in solid colors as well.

Price: 1900CAD + shipping with Nanuk 990 waterproof hardcase.



Millimetric Instruments TB90 
*New product release at souk@sat prise 12

New from MIllimetric in 2016, first model of guitar pickups. Based on a Travis Bean TB500 
design, it sounds clear and bright without lacking of bass to fully translate the rich sounds of 
the strings. Each one is made by hand in Canada.  

-alnico V rod magnetic pole pieces.
-stainless steel baseplate.
-proprietary design bobin.
-solid maple wood spacer.
-ABS brushed or frosted top plate.
-allen key set screw with brass insert. 

Price: 300$ CAD for a set.  



Millimetric Instruments custom Products

Millimetric can produce a wide variety of musical accessories. Most of the time it is made to  
the customer’s specifications and that is why there is no model to choose from. Please inquire 
with your custom projects such as:

-Speaker cabinet.
-Pedalboard.
-Rehousing for guitar amps, hifi amps.
-Wooden synth side kits
-Hardcases.
-Pedal enclosure.
-Pickups.
-And more...    


